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COOPERATION BETWEEN PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
INTRODUCTION
GENERAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SUBJECT
These two great public institutions offer ample means
for a liberal education* To what extent the people of the
next generation shall avail themselves of the opportunities
which the libraries offer for self-instruction and worthy
use of leisure time depends upon the efforts put forth by
librarians and teachers to interest school children in read-
ing more extensively and more discriminatingly* The formal
education of many of the boys and girls ends when their high
school course is completed or even sooner* This education
may be and should be supplemented by extensive reading after
school life is finished. If the work of educating the masses
is to be done well and under favorable conditions, pupils
must be taught to enjoy good books and to use the library in-
telligently while they are in school.
In some respects, teachers are in a more favorable po-
sition to do effective work in the matter of directing the
reading of the children in their classes than librarians are.
Teachers of the lower grades deal with the same thirty or
forty children every school day for a whole school year.
They have a better opportunity to become acquainted with the
needs and capacities of their particular group of children
than the librarian does. Attendance at school is compulsory
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and pupils are sent to school for the express purpose of
V
being educated; whereas library attendance is voluntary and
less frequent. Children are not obliged to read what the
librarian wishes them to read, so the less formal situation
in the library gives the librarian a chance to find out
children* s honest opinions regarding the books they read
and to direct their reading in a more personal way. The
children *s librarian is not the children’s task-ma3ter. For
that reason the librarian’s recommendation of a book is more
liable to be looked upon by the children as a less biased
and more friendly opinion than that of their teacher in many
instances. Librarians excel in the intimate knowledge of
their own collection and in a wider acquaintance with child-
ren’s books in general. Teachers excel in educational
technique and have the advantage which class room situations
offer. If teachers and librarians are to do the best work
possible in their respective fields of education, should they
not join forces in the work of directing children’s reading
and that of teaching them how to use the library intelligently
ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR PRESENT-DAY TEACHERS
Those engaged in the business of education today have set
before themselves the worthy aim of endeavoring to develop in
pupils those habits, attitudes and appreciations which will
help each individual to find his own best place in society*
Modern schools have changed their organization, their curric-
ula and their teaching methods in order that they might con-
tribute to this end. Should any present-day teacher, then, be
-,
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indifferent to the task of inducing pupils to read more
widely and more judiciously? Surely good reading habits
and the habit of making good use of the library are among
the attributes which we wish all future citizens of this
democracy of ours to cultivate. The success of present-
day teachers is judged by the amount of good thinking their
boys and girls do, and by the number of good habits they
have helped to develop in pupils, as well as by the number
of essential facts their pupils may have successfully com-
mitted to memory. In the upper grades silent reading per-
iods are taking the place of the old-fashioned type of oral
reading period to a large extent. In the most progressive
schools, the class room, the school library, or the public
library is a laboratory for classes in geography, history,
English and many other subjects, problem solving, varying
group assignments and successful socialized recitations
often call for intelligent use of books and libraries.
ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR LIBRARIANS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Those engaged in the library profession have a public
trust also. The great end and aim of public libraries is
to provide as many people as possible with books for in-
struction, for Inspiration, and for worthy use of leisure.
Public libraries have treasures for teachers, pupils, social
workers, business men, farmers, factory workers and all mem-
bers of the community. It is the business of librarians to
know and advertise their collections and to form as many
personal contacts as possible with the various groups within
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4their sphere of influence, of all the groups which librar-
ians ought to endeavor to serve, none are more important than
the children and the teachers. The children of today are the
adult citizens of the future. The teachers are the most im-
portant agents for effecting an increase in the number of
children who appreciate good books. Worthy members of both
professions recognize the task of arousing a genuine love of
reading and an appreciation of the best books in the younger
citizens of their respective communities as one of their most
important duties.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
In these introductory paragraphs I have tried to in-
dicate the natural relationship between public libraries and
public schools and to suggest that it is the duty of librar-
ians and teachers desirous of living up to the highest ideals
of their respective professions to do everything in their
power to further cooperation between these two educational
agencies. How more effective cooperation between public
libraries and public schools may be brought about is the
problem I intend to consider in this paper. Has there been
any progress along this line? Is there no room for further
progress? Is not the work done with pupils below the senior
high school of great importance? What are some of the pract-
ical means by which libraries and schools may improve the
reading and reference habits of the younger generation?
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5HISTORY OF RELATIONS BETWEEN LIBRARIES AND SCHOOLS
LIBRARIES AND SCHOOLS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 19th Century
During the first half of the last century public libra-
ries were few and far apart. They were not open to children
under fourteen years of age. The grammar schools of that day
offered instruction in the mechanics of reading, writing and
arithmetic. Their chief aim, in addition to offering such
instruction, seems to have been that of crowding their pupils*
minds with a large body of facts found in school text-books.
Teachers were satisfied with being hearers of recitations
only. Naturally there was no widespread desire for coopera-
tion between public libraries and public schools then.
PIONEERS IN THE MOVEMENT FOR COOPERATION
Even later in the century this state of affairs contin-
ued in many communities throughout the country, but as early
as 1876 there was a public servant in the town of Quincy who
set himself the task of doing something to remedy the situa-
tion there. This man, Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Jr., saw
that the educators of that day had mistaken the means for an
education for the end in view. In an address which he deliv-
ered before the teachers of the town on the nineteenth of May,
1876, he said, "I think it may be safely asserted that the one
best possible result of a common school education,— its great
end and aim,— should be to prepare the children of the com-
1
munity for the greater work of educating themselves. M
1. Adams, C.F. The Public Library and the Common Schools p.5.
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M Our educational system stops where its assistance might be
invaluable, just where it passes out of the mechanical and
6
touches the individual-- jus t where education ceases to be a
1
drudgery and becomes a pleasure.”
Mr. Adams urged the teachers of the town to make use of
the books in the town library which seemed likely to prove of
benefit to their pupils* He urged the teachers to try out ex-
periments involving the use of library books on the part of
pupils in the preparation of their lessons* He knew that
such a task involved the spending of a considerable amount of
time on the teacher 1 s part in selecting those books which
seemed best suited to the needs, capacities and interests of
the various pupils, but he believed the good to be gained
would justify the time spent in this way. He sounds very
much like a modernist when he suggests that teachers should
size up their pupils in order to ascertain which ones could
be depended upon to get the most out of certain books and
start intelligent class discussion later* "The recitation
then becomes a lecture in which the pupils tell all they have
found out in the books they have read, and in which the teach-
ers can suggest the reading of yet other books; while the mass
of scholars, from merely listening to the few, are stimulated
2
to learn something of all these interesting things." Doesn't
this sound as though Mr. Adams had perceived the educational
value of a well-planned socialized recitation?
1* Adams, C.F. The Public Library and the Common Schools, p.8
2. Ibid, p.15, 14.

7The records of the annual conference of the American
Library Association which was held in Boston three years
later show that librarians and teachers in other cities of
New ungland felt the desirability of directing childrens
reading. Some had felt the need for better cooperation be-
tween the library and the schools also. Mr, Metcalf, princi-
pal of the Wells School in Boston told of some of the means
he had used in order to improve the reading tastes of his
pupils. He had obtained sets of standard literary works for
supplementary reading. He had his pupils read these books
at home. Then, in the Friday reading period, they discussed
the characters, pleasing plot incidents and good descriptive
passages. As the regular reading lessons, history lessons
or geography lessons brought to mind good books which might
add interest to these studies, he suggested that the pupils
might enjoy reading some of these. H« had his pupils keep
in a personal note -book a list of worth-while books which
they thought they would like to read later during their lei-
sure hours.
Mr, Foster, librarian of the Providence Public Library,
gave an address at this same conference on "The Library and
the School" which showed that he, like Mr. Adams, looked up-
on the library as the natural complement of the schools and
believed that both could do better work through wise cooper-
ation. Speaking of the relationship between libraries and
schools, he said, "The purposes of the two are identical;
both aim to supply needed information and instruction* both
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have in view the training and developing of the intellect;
from both may be derived definite opportunities for culture,
but while their aims are similar, their methods and relative
adaptiveness differ widely. For instance, the school has
the advantage in point of frequency and the regularity with
which its influence is communicated; the library surpasses
it in the length of time for which its influence is exerted.
The school in confining its operations to the young takes
pupils at a time when impressions are most readily and du-
rably formed, and excels in the directness of its methods;
the library, however, being for the use of all, both old and
young, succeeds in effecting impressions at every period of
1
life. n
Another New England librarian who was a pioneer in the
movement for cooperation between libraries and schools was
Mr. Samuel Green of Worcester Public Library. He was the
first librarian to put an article in the Library Journal
which told of actual experience in this field and the meas-
2
ure of success resulting from it. In the fall of 1879 he
had induced the teachers of the upper grammar grades to try
the experiment of using books of travel and fiction to illu-
minate their geography lessons. Teachers and masters were
pleased with the interests and appreciations awakened in
their pupils as a result of these experiments. One master
began drawing all kinds of books for his pupils to carry
1« Library Journal vol. IV (JUly-Aug.) 187© p.319
2. Library Journal vol. V (Sept-Oct.) 1880 p.235-245
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home for pleasure reading. A few of the teachers in grades
helow the seventh occasionally drew books for their pupils
to use to supplement the work in history and nature study.
Mr. Gpeen expressed the opinion at this time that consider-
able assistance might be afforded teachers in grades below
the seventh where towns were enlightened enough to spend mon-
ey in providing their libraries with books adapted to little
children.
This article which appeared in the Library Journal in
1880 served as an inspiration to other librarians to try out
1
similar work in the same field. In the Library Journal for
1882 reports appear telling of similar work being carried on
in Chicago, Buffalo, Cincinnati and Middletown, Connecticut.
In 1883 Milwaukee and Gloversville
,
New York reported on
their work with the schools, and Mr. Green told of new devel-
opments in Worcester. At the Lake George Conference of the
American Library Association in 1885, Miss Hannah James gave
a report on library methods of influencing the young in their
selection of books for home reading. Thirty-seven libraries
out of the seventy-five from which she had recently received
reports had stated that they had official connections with
the schools. The preparation of selected lists of children's
books, the issuing of books for use in the schools, and visit
of teachers and classes for talks on books were some of the
practical means of cooperation which had been started in vari-
ous places at this time.
1. The Library Journal is the official organ of the American.
Library Association.
—
10
Although the picture of the relations existing between
libraries and schools in this country in the 1880 »s is a
happier one than that of the previous decade, there were
still many libraries which excluded children. Such an em-
inent authority as Mr. Melvil Dewey went on record in 1888
as saying that there were still many libraries in existence
that seemed carefully administered to do the least good to
the smallest possible number. He had started the first li-
brary school at Columbia in 1886, however, and leading mem-
bers of the American Library Association were urging the
acceptance on the part of their fellow librarians of more
modern methods and a more ideal viewpoint.
IMPETUS GIVEN THE MOVEMENT IN THE LATTER PART OF THE NINE-
TEENTH CENTURY
In the next decade more teachers began to be inter-
ested in using library books in the schools. Up until 1894
one would have searched the indexes of the Educational Review
in vain for an article on the library and the school. In
November of that year, Mr. George peckham, then superinten-
dent of schools in Milwaukee, published an account of the
successfully launched school deposit system in vogue in that
city. He stressed the benefits derived from the pictures
loaned by the library to the schools also. He said, "In the
recent educational upheaval of the school systems of this
country, nothing is more interesting than the general effort
that is being made to put good books in the hands of school
children. If we are to cultivate a taste for good reading
——— — -
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among the masses of the people, the work must be begun be-
fore the children have formed the habit of reading poor and
1
vicious books,"
That same year Miss Lutie j£, Stearns of Milwaukee pub-
lic library sent out questionnaires to one hundred and ninety-
five librarians in the United States and Canada to find out
what libraries were doing for children. Replies received
showed that some libraries were establishing separate chil-
dren^ departments and endeavoring to circulate a better
quality of childrens books. These replies also revealed the
fact that there were still some libraries that did not admit
children. Thirty per cent of the one hundred and forty-five
libraries reporting had no age limit, the other seventy per
cent varying their age limit from <-ight to sixteen years. Nine
of the libraries reporting did not circulate any of Alger’s
or Optic’s books, and others were not replacing them after
they wore out. Many libraries maintained school deposit sys-
tems and issued special cards to teachers,
Conmenting on the remarks made by various librarians in
these reports. Miss Stearns said, "We deprecate the spirit
which prompt s librarians to say, ’We prefer to transact busi-
ness with older persons, as wc lose so much time in making
2
infants understand. * ,f "The modern library spirit may be ex-
pressed in the words of Miss Parkins of Ilion, New York, who
says, ’We always treat children with the same consideration
1, educational Review, November, 1894, p.358
2. Library Journal XIX, 1894, supp. p.87
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as grown people. We make them love to come and stay here,
1
and keep in touch with them in every way possible, " In
these reports some libraries stated that lack of interest
on the part of school authorities hindered cooperation with
the schools. Other libraries stated that interest shown in
the library on the part of teachers in their respective com-
munities had been an inspiration in developing the work with
children.
The establishment of separate children* s departments
and the organization of school deposit systems were by no
means the only new fields of library extension more general-
ly entered upon in the last decade of the nineteenth century.
Library commissions whose members were experts in the library
field were organized in several states. It was their duty to
give advice to the libraries in their state, to encourage the
extension of libraries, and more particularly to give advice
and aid in the smaller towns and villages. They also sent
travelling libraries to the rural districts, A few states
delegated this work to a library division which became part
of the state department of education. Some city libraries be-
gan sending collections to hospitals, fire stations, continu-
ation schools and to Americanization classes. Many beautiful
new main library buildings as well as many branch libraries
were built during this decade also. Indeed, so marked was
the development of library buildings and library service at
this time, that prominent authorities in the field stated
1, Library Journal XIX, 1894, supp, p.87
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13
that they thought this latter part of the nineteenth century
would be recorded in history as distinctly the library age*
In the latter part of the lb90's more and more school
men began to be interested in the library service offered to
the schools* and sane of the most progressive educational
authorities were willing to recognize the library as a co-
partner in the general field of education* In 1896 the Na-
tional Education Association established a library depart-
ment whose field was to cover school and pedagogic libra-
ries and home reading* In 1898 a committee of teachers and
librarians was appointed by this body to report on the re-
lations of public libraries to public schools* The full re-
port of this committee was presented to the association in
1899. The National Council sponsored the publication and
1
distribution of duplicate copies of this report* copies
were sent to librarians and superintendents of schools
throughout the country* This report touched upon many as-
pects of cooperative work such as classroom libraries, rural
school libraries, normal school libraries and public library
service to schools* It contained a graded list of books suit-
able for supplementary reading and told of good work being
done in certain typical library centers. This report and the
general discussions at the annual meetings of the library
association gave a tremendous impetus to the movement for
better cooperation between libraries and schools.
1. N.e.A, Report of the Commission on the Relations of
public Libraries to public Schools* Chic.,Univ. of Chic.
Press ,1899.
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FORWARD STRIDES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The addresses and discussions of the library section of
the National Education Association from its inception up
through 1910 reveal the fact that classroom collections for
the elementary grades were beginning to be considered highly
desirable additions to school equipment. In scane cities the
beard of education furnished these collections. In many more
the public library furnished the books. A gradual awakening
to the need for teaching pupils how to use books as tools as
well as the need for directing their reading tastes is also
evident. Normal schools here and there added courses in ju-
venile literature and in the use of library tools to their
curricula.
During the last twenty years the need for establishing
libraries within the high school buildings has been more
widely recognized, and standards for the equipment and organ-
1
ization of the same have been worked out. A measuring stick
2
for normal school libraries has been formulated also. pla-
toon schools in different parts of the country have recogniz-
ed the value of the library in the elementary grades. State
and county travelling collections, rural school libraries, li-
brary collections for Americanization classes and other forms
of library service mentioned as having been started in the
1890* s have been extended during the present century also,
1. Certain, C.C. A Standard High School Library Organiza-
tion for Accredited Secondary Schools of Different Sizes.
Journal of Educational Administration and Supervision Vol.III,
JUne 1917, p.317-338
2. Kerr, W.H. A Measuring Stick for Libraries of Teacher
Training Institutions. Library Journal May 15, 1923 p.457-464.
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but the most spectacular growth has been in the school libra-
ry field.
SCHOOL LIBRARY MOVEMENT AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
School libraries have multipled so, and so much inter-
est is being taken in them by many of the most progressive
schools that the school library section of the American Libra-
ry Association has grown amazingly in membership in the last,
ten years. The Education Committee of the National Education
Association began in 1927 to publish school library yearbooks
which tell of school library progress in different parts of
1
the country. The second of these yearbooks tells of well
organized systems of city and state supervision of school li-
2
braries In different parts of the country. Provisions for
the certification of school librarians and teacher librarians
have also been made In some sta tes. At the present time the
states of New York, California
,
Ohio, Illinois, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, Minnesota and Michigan lead in progressive work in
the school library field. Of course, the change in education-
al ideals and methods In the last two decades naturally incit-
ed a new interest in school libraries as it was realized that
modem school libraries might well become the center of the
new program of socialized effort and individual responsibility.
The history of the development of high school library
service, like the history of the development of library service
for younger children, reveals the fact that general conditions
1. Three of these have been published. For full bibliograph-
ic description see the general bibliography at end of thesis.
2. A.L.A. Education Committee. School Library Yearbook.
Number Two. Chic., A.L.A. 1928 p.89-158

16
and changing ideals in the school field naturally affected
the amount and kind of service that the library was called
upon to render. Thirty years ago public library branches
could be found in high school buildings here and there, but
their chief purpose was that of serving the neighboring com-
munity and not that cf serving as a laboratory for the school.
During the first decade of the twentieth century, most schools
were still merely trying to intellectualize their pupils.
Many towns still offered an academic curriculum only in the
secondary school. The study of a single prescribed text
book was the only preparation required in mathematics class-
63
,
in foreign language classes, in civics classes and even
in some history classes. Collateral readings in history,
supplementary reading for English credits and special topic
assignments were required in many schools, however. The num-
ber and variety of outside readings and reference assignments
became more extensive during the next decade.
A few leading high schools in different parts of the
country had established fairly modern libraries within the
school building, however, and leaders in the library section
of the National Education Association engaged in an active
campaign for the establishment cf more well organized high
school libraries, in 1916 the general discussions of the de-
partment of secondary education had to do with various aspects
of the high school library problem. There was an exhibit of
pictures, plans, pamphlets, furniture and other equipment
1
showing what was best in the high school library field, A
1, A fuller description of the content of this exhibit is
given in N. E. A. Addresses and Proceedings, 1916, p, 673-675.
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survey of high school library conditions had been made also.
Various educational leaders discussed both actual and poten-
tial benefits of high school libraries. That same year a
committee of librarians and teachers under the chairmanship
of Mr. Certain began working on the formulation of suitable
standards of library organization and equipment for high
school libraries. By 1917 the minimum essentials in regard
to housing and equipment, yearly appropriations, instruction
in the use of the library and previous training of the school
1
librarian were outlined for schools of different sizes.
The next year the report of the N. E. A. committee on
2
the reorganization of secondary education was published.
This report reveals the fact that leading educators had begun
to hold a broader social ideal of secondary education before
themselves. They evidently wished to fit as many pupils as
possible for a happy, worth-while life in a democratic soci-
ety. The seven general objectives which they set up as de-
sirable goals for our public high schools are factors which
have proven to be valuable assets for adult citizens. They
are health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home
membership, vocation, worthy use of leisure, good citizenship,
3
and ethical character. The commission stressed the advisa-
1. Certain, C.C. A Standard High School Library Organiza-
tion for Secondary Schools of Different Sizes. Journal of
Educational Administration and Supervision Vol.IJI, June
1917, p.317-338
2. N. E. A. Conir.ittee or. the Reorganization of Secondary
Education. Cardinal Principles of Education. U. S. Bureau
of Education Bulletin 35, 1918.
3.
Same p.10,11
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bility of socializing the curriculum content, the teaching
procedures and the general organization of the secondary
1
schools. They emphasized the need of providing for indi-
vidual differences. They also pointed out the advisability
of striving to develop those common ideas, common ideals,
and common modes of thought, feeling and action which make
for cooperation, social coherence and social solidarity,
A perusal of recent literature on the secondary schools
will convince one of the fact that the underlying philosophy
pervading the report and the general educational goals set
up have had wide acceptance among school men. Pupil partic-
ipation in the government of the school, more varied curric-
ula, vocational guidance courses and socialized teaching pro-
cedures are some of the new features found in both the junior
and senior high school units today, which bear witness of the
fact that the organization in the secondary field which the
aforementioned committee recommended has already taken place in
most schools. During the present decade most schools have
been striving to develop definite knowledge, habits, skills,
attitudes, behavior tendencies and appreciations which they
hope will contribute to the present and future well-being of
their pupils. They are no longer satisfied to have their pu-
pils recite on traditional school subjects as their predeces-
sors were. Naturally such schools feel a greater need for
the use of books and libraries than did the schools of the
previous century.
1. A good general work which explains all that this involves
is Alraack, J.C. Education for Citizenship. Hought
.
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Present day educational philosophy, the highest stand-
ards for accrediting secondary schools, the newer teaching
procedures, and the experiences of pioneer school librarians
all indicate that the library within the high school is a
very desirable asset. The public libraries can and do help
the schools in many ways, but they have othef* patrons to
serve also, wherees, the needs and interests of the partic-
ular school unit are the primary concern of the person in
charge of the school library. It is incumbent upon her to
make her teaching, her various library services and her per-
sonal influence contribute toward the realization of the gen-
eral goals of education and toward as many of the more spe-
cific objectives of the various departments as possible*
She will try to help pupils to develop good reading habits
and good research habits* Even though a school librarian
does all these things however, if she fails to lead her pu-
pils to make use of the public library frequently, she is
falling short of the civic ideal of training pupils for ef-
fective adult citizenship* For any school librarian to show
an antagonistic attitude toward the public library is deplor-
able.
With these intimations in mind, pioneer school librari-
ans have worked out both general and more specific school li-
brary aims* The seven objectives set forth by Miss Fargo in
her book on the library in the school are general enough to
1
be applicable to most school units, and yet are not so gener-
1. For an example of more specific objectives worked out for
a particular high school situation, see Logasa, Hannah The
High School Library, p*13.
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al that they do not imply that adaptiveness to the school
program is to be considered. They are (1) To enrich the
school curriculum by providing library service to teachers
and pupils, (2) To acquire and organize material for school
purposes, (3) To provide instruction in the independent use
of libraries as tools, (4) To share with other departments
of the school responsibility for social training, (5) To
foster informational reading as a life habit. (6) To encour-
age the habit of reading for pleasure, (7) To develop the
1
library habit. These are fitting aims for elementary school
librarians and junior high school librarians as well as for
senior high school librarians.
Most pupils of the junior high school age are nat ’orally
omnivorous readers. Is it wise to postpone the time for es-
tablishing good reading and reference habits until the senior
high school period, then? Some pupils will have to leave
school before the tenth grade is reached. other pupils may
have already acquired a taste for sensational reading mat-
ter or may have narrowed down their reading to one particular
type of mediocre literature if we wait until then to stimulate
good reading habits. Would it not be wiser to capitalize the
natural tendencies and interests of low cr grade children?
Teachers of social studies, English teachers, health direc-
tors, mathematics teachers and a host of persons interested
in special subjects likely to be of vital importance in the
pupils* lives, have stressed the need for beginning instruc-
1. Fargo, Lucile The Library in the School, p.10, 11.
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tion in their particular fields in the lower grades. Neces-
sary skills, good habits, right attitudes and worth-while
knowledge need to he instilled early in life, they say, in
order to insure good results. Is this any loss true of in-
struction in the uso of books and libraries? The answer is
decidedly no.
Some educators have already recognized this fact. Many
junior high schools in different parts of the country do make
definite provisions for instruction in the use of books and
reference tools, and so do a small per cent of the elementary
schools. In the new platoon schools all pupils are scheduled
for a certain number of library periods each week, and are u-
sually allowed time for indulging in recreational reading.
When progressive educators and administrators apparently real-
ize the value of having a well organized and carefully chosen
collection of books in these lower grade schools, does it not
indicate that all teachers and library workers would do well
to bring their personal influence to bear upon the matter of
trying to establish good reading and reference habits? It
seems to me that all who lay claim to the term, ’’educators of
the young”, ought to strive to make the last three objectives
mentioned by Miss Fargo a part of their educational code.
This applies whether there are well-organized libraries with-
in the school or not, only in schools which employ no school
librarian, “teachers and public library workers will need to
double their efforts in this direct ion f
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The growing school library movement has raised the ques-
tion as to which institution, the school or the library,
should take the responsibility of administering school libra-
ry service. Some authorities hold the view that it belongs
to the public library: others, that it belongs to the school.
There is also a middle view that it belongs to both. In some
cities and towns, school boards and public library trustees
have entered into an agreement providing for some sort of
joint control of school libraries. Successful examples of this
type of administrative control are, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Des
Moines and Portland, Oregon, Minnesota has many small commu-
nities representative of the same type. In several of the
western states township and county libraries have entered into
cooperative agreements with local school boards. Joint con-
trol is not advisable in localities where public library facil-
ities are not adequate to meet the enlarged demands of the mod-
ernized secondary schools. Even in cities which have excellent
public library service, some boards of education have thought
it v/ise to finance and administer their own school library sys-
tems. Denver and New York City are outstanding examples of
1
this type of administrative control. Local conditions would
determine, to a large extent, which policy is best for any giv-
en community. Either of these administrative plans, with its
adaptation to the conditions of the particular community, will
be satisfactory if it accomplishes the school library objectives
which I have just discussed.
1. For a fuller discussion of these two types of administrative
control, see Fargo, Lucile The Library in the School, p.387-392.
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PRACTICAL MEANS FOR FURTHERING COOPERATION
HOW THE LIBRARY CAN HELP
A FINE LIBRARY SPIRIT
There is one very valuable cooperative asset which all
librarians should strive to have, and that is a fine library
atmosphere, patrons of the library should be made to feel
that the librarian and his assistants are imbued with a spir-
it of service and the desire to render to each and every pa-
tron the best service possible. This is the ideal that libra-
ry school instructors and leaders in the state and national
library associations are constantly stressing, I know, but
teachers may not feel that this is the prevailing professional
ideal if junior assistants and even head librarians in their
I
respective cities and towns give them a different impression.
An irritable or indifferent assistant in any department of the
library may hinder cooperative work with teachers and pupils.
Staff meeting discussions, training-class ideals and the per-
sonal example of those in authority should help to make assist-
ants certain that their chiefs are really very anxious to have
every library worker render as cheerful, intelligent service
as possible. Cordial relations with school authorities at the
library will lay a better basis for future cooperative efforts
than impressions of carelessness and indifference.
PERSONAL CONTACTS WITH TEACHERS AND SCHOOLS
An earnest desire to adapt library services to the needs
and interests of the schools in their particular communities
has led some librarians and heads of departments to seek per-
c
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mission to attend teachers’ meetings occasionally in order
that they might have a better understanding of the present
problems and current thought in the schools. Such contacts,
together with visits of children's librarians and branch li-
brarians to neighboring schools which they were trying to
serve have led to improvements in their particular fields of
library work. The personnel of the library staff should wel-
come every opportunity to speak before special groups «f
teachers and pupils. Of course, in many cities there is now
an official connection with the schools.
It is important for the librarian and the superintendent
of schools to have a friendly feeling toward each other also.
A librarian should know whether the schools in his city still
cling to the older ideals in the educational field or not.
He should know which of the newer methods are in vogue in the
schools, and the points of view of various principals and
teachers as well as that of the superintendent, such knowl-
edge is of vital importance if the library is to serve the
schools as effectively as possible, and yet one can find libra-
ries here and there that are not aware of the changing educa-
tional thought behind the many new requests of teachers and
pupils using the reference room and the children’s room. Of
course, when this is the state of affairs, the schools are not
receiving the most helpful type of service from the library.
REFERENCE WORK WITH TEACHERS AND PUPILS
Providing reference service for pupils and teachers has
long been one of the recognized functions of public libraries.
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Even before the majority of schools felt justified in urging
pleasure reading upon their pupils, they frequently sent them
to the public library to look up definite information or to
obtain interesting material for essays and debates* Even
the small town libraries and all children* s roans have a few
general reference books and some valuable circulating books
which may be placed on temporary reference shelves whenever
it seems best, judicious b^ok purchases, an earnest desire
to serve teachers and pupils as effectively as possible, a
good general education plus some knowledge of library science
and a thorough acquaintance with the library* s general collec-
tion will enable children* s librarians and librarians in
small towns to make the best use of their limited resources
and so give school people no real ground for dissatisfaction
with the services rendered. In Children* s rooms and in all
libraries where there is no reference librarian, every attend-
ant at the delivery desk should be ready to answer many refer-
ence questions, and when not able to do so should refer them
to the librarian if they are important.
The factors just mentioned as contributing to the success
of school reference service in smaller libraries and juvenile
departments are involved in all good reference service and so
apply to the adult reference departments also. Providing ma-
terial suitable to the apparent needs of patrons and helping
them to find the material they wish are the two important
phases of all reference work. Books in the reference collec-
tion are a means to an end. Unless all the reference assist-
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ants have a fair understanding of the nature and scope of
most of these tools, they cannot make the collection serve its
full usefulness. To prevent waste of effort and save time in
the future, a file of important questions, which first occa-
sioned a long search, should be kept together with a note of
the place where the answer was found. An index of references
to speeches, poems, stories and other material which many teach-
ers and pupils call for each year is a valuable tool to have
also. When pupils swarm into the library for copies of the
Gettysburg address, the Declaration of Independence, an ac--
count of the life of Herbert Hoover or a copy of the Athenian
Oath, one will perceive the wisdom of this procedure.
PREPARATION OF TIMELY LISTS, POSTERS. AND EXHIBITS
Preparing short, timely reference and reading lists for
the public is also a part of the work of reference and chil-
dren* s librarians. Short reference lists on current topics
of interest and short annotated reading lists in special
fields of knowledge such as nature study, modern poetry, avia-
tion, etc. will be likely to prove helpful to teachers and
pupils. Lists of books for special days, selected lists of
books suitable for children in certain age groups and vacation
reading lists have also proved of value in directing children*
s
reading into worth while channels. Long lists of books suit-
able for supplementary and recreational reading in various
grades have been compiled by librarians and schools working
independently, and in some places such lists have been the
result of the combined efforts of educators and librarians.
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Since childrens librarians in large cities are specialists
in juvenile literature, and since teachers know the needs and
interests of children in their particular grades, one would
naturally expect the cooperative plan to bring the best re-
sults. Various lists published by the Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh, the Cleveland Public Library and other large city
libraries where there are highly developed school and chil-
dren's departments and where the connections with the schools
have been very close, have Droved very helpful to many teach-
1
crs and librarians. The shorter local lists are necessary
in order to show what is available in particular libraries,
however
.
Besides preparing printed and mimeographed lists of the
types just mentioned, all librarians put special lists on
posters and bulletin boards in order to call patrons' atten-
tion to seasonable and worth while books. Book titles placed
near museum exhibits and other exhibits of various kinds have
led to more varied and more purposive reading on the part of
patrons. Attractive book exhibits, posters with fascinating
titles and pictures, and bulletin board lists -with arresting
captions, may be useful in tempting children and adults into
new paths of reading. In this day when business concerns are
continually using a visual appeal to advertise their products,
is it not wise for libraries to make use of the same medium
to bring their best literature and their most helpful books
in various fields to the attention of their public?
1. Some state departments of education publish graded lists
as suggestions for school library purchases , --e.g. Oregon,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota.
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I think that most people who have worked in the chil-
dren* s department of any library must have been conscious at
times of an increase in the demand for titles corresponding
to those on the gay book jacket pictures which were being dis-
played on the bulletin board* Even when these pictures do not
represent absolutely new additions, they will appeal to many
of the children. Old favorites will always be new to some
members of the rising generation. Books without illustrations
do not appeal to children. Neither do the backs of long rows
of dingy looking volumes. Children’s librarians often spread
picture-books out on the tables for the little tots. Opening
a few of the books for older boys and girls to an attractive
colored plate and standing them up on top of a bookcase in a
section set apart for junior high school children has been
known to induce boys and girls to select a better type of
book than they might otherwise have chosen. Spreading a few
enticing books out on one of the high tables where the older
children congregate might serve the same purpose. Of course,
many children’s librarians would not feel justified in leaving
very expensive, illustrated books out where they might be
carelessly handled, but publishers have recently been getting
out medium priced editions of children’s favorites which con-
tain two or three fascinating plates.
Children's librarians in small libraries often wish they
could afford to have as many books and as expensive books as
some of their friends in larger libraries can. An exhibit of
all the travel books they own or an exhibit of all their fine-
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ly illustrated editions would seem very insignifleant beside
similar exhibits in a larger library. There is one big ad-
vantage which the worker in the small library has, however,
and that is a better chance of becoming acquainted with most
of her young patrons* This factor makes for pleasant rela-
tionships and a larger opportunity for personal work with
the boys and girls.
PERSONAL GUIDANCE WORK IN THE CHILDREN 1 S ROOM
So important is personal guidance work with children
that large libraries usually leave the childrens librarian
or some other competent assistant free for floor duty during
the rush hours at the library. This floor duty is not meant
to consist solely of police duty or "shushing"; but the person
on floor duty is supposed to help children to find the par-
ticular books they want or some others which she thinks they
will enjoy. She is on the lookout for children who apparent-
ly need help. Busy desk assistants refer children to her to
be helped if finding the books children ask fbr would necessi-
tate their leaving their post of duty for too long a time.
Like the childrens librarian in the small library, she comes
to know the hobbies and interests of some of her constituency.
She is in a position to lead children from mediocre books to
better books. She can also try to switch children away from
one type of reading matter into another field, after a time.
She must take care to keep the child »s confidence, however,
and never let him suspect that she is trying to change his
habits.
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STORY-TELLING, CLUE WORK, AND VACATION READING PLANS
Story-telling is another important means of stimulat-
ing an interest in good literature. Children between the
ages of ten and thirteen turn very readily from dramatic sto-
ries to the books which were the original sources of the
story-teller. Some of the best standard books which appear
to offer rather dry and difficult reading to children if they
chance to examine them while browsing about in the children* s
room will have a much stronger appeal for them after a gifted
story-teller has drawn upon seme of the dramatic episodes in
these works as a basis of her library story hour. A series
of stories from the Greek and Norse mythology, as well as
cycle stories about King Arthur, Roland, and Ulysses, have
been used successfully in some libraries. Folk tales and
nature myths are suitable for the yourger children. Poems
and parts of books are read to the children some times also.
Failure to include carefully planned story hours may have the
effect of causing many of the best books to remain on the li-
brary shelves much of the time.
After children have reached the age when story-telling
seems too babyish for them, reading circles and club work
within the library may be the means of holding their interest
in reading. The spontaneous interests of particular groups
of boys and girls may determine the most suitable kinds to be
formed. Aviation, adventure, travel, nature study, and cur-
rent history clubs are illustrative of different types of
reading programs which rpight be carried on. Dramatic and
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debating clubs are also considered legitimate activities in
some libraries. In Philadelphia the various clubs were band-
ed together to form what was known as the library league.
Joint meetings of league members have been held with contests
in debating, story-telling and speaking.
Plans to encourage vacation reading are a part of the
library* s educational program also. The awarding of certifi-
cates or the placing of children* s names on honor rolls have
been used as rewards for reading a prescribed number of books,
a certain per cent of which must have been non-fiction, some
children* s librarians have invited pupils to travel by means
of books during the vacation period. In 1927 the Springfield,
Massachusetts Public Library hung up maps of Asia, Europe,
Africa and the United states, proposed routes were outlined,
and book title tickets were issued. Each book read represent-
ed a way-station, and the tickets were punched in the proper
places when a short review of the book just read had been giv-
en. Each ticket had eight titles, three of which were non-
fiction. A slight modification of this scheme was used very
successfully in Bridgeport, Connecticut a few years ago, also.
One summer the children were invited to see America first.
Large wall maps in the library had possible land, sea and air
routes charted upon them. Books on Arctic explorations, In-
dian stories, nature books, biographies, essays and regular
travel books were suggested on the lists which the librarian
had posted near the maps. The children were given individual
maps on which to trace their own itineraries. Blue crayons
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were used for sea voyages, green for journeys over land and
red for trips through the air. The children were allowed to
keep these maps at the end of the season.
MAINTAINING GOOD SCHOOL DEPOSITS
Maintaining good school deposits has long been one of
the most important means of cooperating with the schools.
In large libraries the head of the school department supervis
es this work. In small libraries, the children* s librarian
or some other special assistant may take charge of it. Class
room sets or general collections for the school library are
sent to the elementary schools and. In some cases, to the jun
ior high schools as well. In some cities supplementary sets
are also sent to the senior high schools. The books in these
sets are to be reissued there to the pupils. The length of
time for which these sets may be retained by the schools va-
ries from one month to a year. Libraries with an abundant
supply of titles can exchange the sets more often than those
whose supply is more limited.
Most libraries try to send both recreational books and
books which will supplement the school work. Teachers are
usually invited to make suggestions. Their choices and the
courses of study for the different grades aid the librarian
in making up the sets. The type of school district, the ca-
pacities of the pupils and the natural interests of the chil-
dren should also be considered. Informal talks with the
teachers and visits to the classrooms may be a help in ascer-
taining these factors.
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If the library makes any pretense of trying to have the
books in its school deposit collection tie up with the school
room work, the person in charge of the school deposits ought
to keep informed in regard to the subjects being taken up
month by month in the different grades. It may seem trite or
unnecessary to emphasize this point, but I know of a library
where all of Allen's geography books and all of Carpenter's
geographical readers are always put in seventh grade collec-
tions in spite of the fact that in the schools the sixth
grades are studying the geography of the United States, Cana-
da, Mexico and Central America, and eighth grades are study-
ing Asia, Africa and Australia, Grade seven was supposed to
study South America the first semester and Europe in the sec-
ond term, but unless teachers made special requests for the
geography books desired, they would be very likely to receive
Allen's book on Europe when they were studying South America
and vice versa. The excellence and suitability of these col-
lections will make for a more enthusiastic reception of these
books on the part of both teachers and pupils. Likewise,
carelessness and a low standard will reflect upon the libra-
ry's reputation.
The teachers are expected to keep a record of the circu-
lation, As their time is very valuable, a very simple means
of recording the daily circulation is desirable. The name of
the school, the teacher's name and the grade number are noted
on the regular book cards when the sets are being prepared.
They are taken out of tne books and are kept on file in the
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library. Some libraries insert book cards of another color
for the teachers to use when issuing the books to the pupils.
Other libraries send record books bearing the name of the
school, the teacher’s name and the grade number on the front
cover. On the inside pages of the book the author names and
the titles of the books are inserted in alphabetical order
above the spaces left for the pupils* names, the date of is-
sue and the date of return. When cards are sent with the
books, similar data is noted on these in the proper spaces.
While the pupils have the books out, the teacher keeps the
cards on file. She puts them back into the books when they
are returned. Older pupils may do this work for her. The
record book scheme obviates the necessity for filing and
handling book cards at the school.
The books are packed in large baskets or boxes to be
transported to the schools. The charge cards or the record
books furnish the records for library statistics. In a few
cities, the teachers are required to make up monthly circu-
lation statistics for their principal, and the school libra-
rian from the public library may have access to these records.
In most places, the school librarian or the childrens libra-
rian makes up the record of statistics from the circulation
records. Circular letters are usually sent to the principals
of the various schools advising them of the recall dates.
Sometimes special library assistants visit the schools for
the purpose of introducing some of the books to the pupils
and explaining the charging system to new teachers.
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Some libraries have to draw from the regular children’s
room collection when sending out these sets* Most libraries
have built up a special collection for this purpose which is
shelved separately. The books in this school deposit section
are classified and catalogued, and are arranged by grades.
Teachers are sometimes invited to inspect the books in this
section before the class-room libraries are sent out in order
that they may see what is available for their- pupils. Mediuin-
size libraries do not have many books left in this section
after the schools have been supplied. Some of the large li-
braries have a duplicate school collection which teachers may
consult at any time. A professional reference collection for
teachers is also a part of the school section in some libra-
ries. In some places the school librarian or some competent
assistant is at the teacher's disposal during certain hours
of the day, and they may take their individual library prob-
lems to her.
The assembling and distribution of pictures is a part of
the work for the schools in most libraries also. Fine prints
and pictures from old numbers of magazines are collected for
this purpose. They are either mounted and stored in cases or
they are put in envelopes and filed according to subject.
Some libraries have natural history exhibits and manufacturers
exhibits illustrating certain processes which they loan to the
schools, too. In Newark mimeographed copies of poems were
stored and loaned, also.
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HOW THE TEACHERS CAN HELP
PERSONAL EXAMPLE
It is the function and privilege of the teacher to mold,
guide, influence and enrich the lives of her pupils. If the
pupils acquire in school a taste for good reading and the
habit of using the library, it will be, in most cases, be-
cause of the teacher’s interest and leadership in this di-
rection. A teacher who does not read books and enjoy them
can not inspire the love of reading in her pupils. The read-
ing she does for information should be supplemented by that
which she does for pleasure.
Knowledge of and appreciation of good literature should
be a part of every teacher’s mental wealth. Grade teachers
should also have a wide acquaintance with children's books.
The work and influence of a perfunctory teacher is not liable
to lead pupils to like to use the library. On the other hand,
a person whose teaching is a vital, living thing will want to
know much that is not in the school texts herself, and will
naturally lead her pupils to have a similar desire.
FAMILIARIZING THEMSELVES WITH THE LOCAL LIBRARY’S STCR ES
If public libraries are to become effective auxiliaries
to the public schools, the teachers must become familiar with
the best that the libraries have to offer, both for their own
pleasure and enlightment and for that of their pupils. Teach-
ers should acquaint themselves with the local library, its
rules and its tools, its limitations and its resources. Grade
teachers would do well to look over some of the books in the
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children* s department and find out what hooks were available
for the deposit collection for their particular grade. Spe-
cial subject teachers should take pains to get an idea of the
library* s scope in their particular field. The best teachers
are anxious to widen their pupils* mental horizons wherever
interest leads the, way.
TEACHING THE USE OF BOOKS AS TOOLS
Instruction and practice in the use of books and libra-
ries should be a part of school programs in all grades. Ev-
ery child who has finished the elementary school should know
what is meant by the author and title of a book, and should
know the use of the index and the table of contents. They
should also have had some practice in using simplified dic-
tionaries and Juvenile encyclopedias, such practice may well
be made a part of the regular work in the various subjects.
When children feel the need for special information in the
working out of projects, or when they desire to know more a-
bout some subject or topic being studied, they should turn
naturally to books and the library as a possible means for
satisfying their needs. Even though the school librarian or
a public library assistant gives lessons on the use of books
and libraries, practice in using reference tools in connec-
tion with well motivated class-room work will serve to rein-
force her teachings.
In the junior high school grades the use of the Reader*
s
Guide and other special reference tools should enter into the
preparation of lessons for various subject teachers. Direct-
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ing the study of pupils in most subjects includes instruction
and practice in the proper use of reference books. English
teachers and teachers of social studies in particular have a
fine opportunity to introduce fascinating topics and a vari-
ety of activities which will necessitate judicious use of
books as tools. By connecting reference work with interest-
ing class-room procedures in grades below the senior high
school, teachers can give the present generation a more de-
sirable attitude toward the use of books and libraries and
the sense of power that comes from knowing where to go to
find out needed information. The senior high school teachers
can elaborate upon the foundation laid in the lower grades,
the nature of the studies and the greater maturity of the
pupils being to their advantage.
ENCOURAGING THE READING OF VARIOUS TYPES OF BOOKS
I have Intimated above that grade teachers and special
subject teachers may assign challenging topics and valuable
collateral readings in connection with the class-room work.
Such assignments may prove the means of creating new reading
interests and help to offset the tendency of boys and girls
to narrow down their reading range to light fiction only.
Geography teachers may well suggest the reading of travel
books and other books which tell of life and conditions in
other lands. History instructors might require the reading
of poetry, drama, letters, journals, biographies, or histori-
cal fiction occasionally in order to give pupils a better idea
of social conditions and stirring events in past ages.
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Shop teachers might recommend good biographical sketches of
the lives of master craftsmen. General science teachers
might suggest popular books about chemistry, astronomy, ani-
mal and plant life, etc. English teachers will naturally try
to arouse an interest in the different forms of literature
and stimulate a desire for the best. Grade teachers may dis-
cuss some of the best fiction and a few of the most appealing
non-fiction books in the school deposit collection with their
pupils and read enticing bits from some of them. By thus en-
couraging the reading of various types of books, teachers can
help to improve the reading habits of their pupils.
DEVELOPING MORE DISCRIMINATING TASTES
Merely urging boys and girls to read good books, or ad-
monishing them to avoid poor ones is not as liable to alter
their inclinations or make as appreciable a difference in
their voluntary reading as a teacher's sharing her enthusiasm
for a poem or some other form of literature with them. Chil-
dren are led to care for good literature by being made ac-
quainted with the best standard poetry and prose that will ap-
peal to them. They are protected against poor and injurious
reading only by being given a taste for what is better. Grade
teachers should open up to their pupils the magic treasure
house of poetry and song. Simple folk stories, myths, and
legends are a part of the literary inheritance of the race
which the younger children should be given a chance to enjoy.
When pupils are old enough to read some of the classics for
themselves, teachers can help the pupils to interpret the
author's meaning in terms of their own experiences, pupils
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who are taught to appreciate the beautiful, the true and the
good in standard literature are not likely to find pleasure
in reading melodramatic and sentimental books of a very infe-
rior type* In the secondary schools, pupils may be led to
perceive some of the superior qualities which make the liter-
ary master pieces works of art. The clearness, vividness, and
forcefulness of their imagery may be called to the pupils’ at-
tention, Their universality and essential truth may also be
sensed.
DIRECTTO BOOK TALKS AND CLUB WORK
While present-day English teachers do try to lead pupils
to understand and appreciate the classics which are a part of
the literature requirements, they do not take the old-fashion-
ed attitude that pupils should be made to feel that no other
books should be mentioned in English classes. The supplemen-
tary reading lists contain a wide variety of books, and re-
ports upon outside readings are often given in class followed
by general discussion. Most English teachers give pupils a
helpful outline for these reports, and guide the discussion
to some extent. They realize that one pupil's report may
serve to arouse in another pupil the desire to read the same
book. Indeed, they tell the children that that is the test
of a good book talk. They warn them not to 3poil the story
by telling outcomes. pupils are asked to tell what the pur-
pose of the author seems to have been and to make comments
on the style, the leading characters and other striking char-
acteristics of the book. Wider reading and more intelligent
reading has resulted from work of this kind*

Book lovers ' clubs, literary societies and story-tell-
ing clubs carried on in the schools are also proving a help-
ful and delightful means of getting children of the secondary
school age interested in reading more and better books* In
some of the book clubs the children are working for state
certificates. Discussions and reviews of books recently read
follow along the lines described above. The teacher or one of
the members chosen by the president reads episodes from some
good books occasionally, posters and scrap-books illustrating
some of the books read have been made als#« A story telling
club which I visited recently had been reading the legends of
various countries and telling them in the club period* They
are looking up Easter stories now and spring-time nature
myths* They intend to make an illustrated scrap-book contain-
ing the best stories of spring flowers. The pupils conduct
their own meetings and plan new activities from time to time.
POSTERING READING PROJECTS AND LIBRARY PROJECTS
Reading projects carried on in connection with regular
class-room work, and library projects have also been worked
out successfully in some places. Several years ago the sixth
grade teachers and some of the library assistants in Somerville
rated various books telling of life in other countries which
were deemed suitable for sixth grade children. Colored discs
representing a certain number of reading points were pasted on
the children* s outline maps* There was much rivalry between
different schools and between different sections of the city.
Some children read as many as eighty books, and the class as a
f*
whole had a better understanding of life and conditions in
other lands than the study of the geography text alone would
have given them.
A third grade class that I heard about recently decided
they would like to have a library in their room. Egg-crate
book shelves were painted, and a chair for the pupil libra-
rian was contributed. Brownie book marks and posters were
made. The brownies were supposed to remind the children to
take proper care of the books, so bits of good advice were
printed below the brownie pictures. Pupils talked about the
kind of stories they would like to have in their library, and
offered to bring some books from home. They took turns at
being story-teller and librarian.
I know of a junior high school where pupils take turns
acting as librarian in their school library room, and all the
classes have a free reading period there once a week. The
school has some money for new books. Were the pupils allowed
to discuss the books they would like to have and encouraged
to assist in making up a good purchasing list which would in-
clude books to suit children of varying tastes and interests,
or v/ere they led to make book review bulletin boards and do
many of the other interesting things that adult school libra-
rians are doing in other schools, a more extensive library
project might be worked out.
Most of the practical means for cooperative work between
libraries and schools which I have just discussed are not re-
cent innovations. For a number of years now these factors
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have proven effective in places where librarians and teachers
have conscientiously striven to supplement each others efforts.
Further progress in the work of fostering better reading and
reference habits among the school children seems likely to
come about through these channels. In many cities and towns
lack of material resources prevents librarians from rendering
as varied and as extensive services to the schools as they
would like to undertake. In a few places an antagonistic or
unfriendly feeling between the personnel of the two institutions
is the greatest obstacle to advancement. In still other places
an indifferent attitude on the part of a few individuals ham-
pers the work somewhat. As more librarians and teachers seek
to understand each others professional problems, attitudes,
and ideals, and try to work together harmoniously and intel-
ligently, still greater progress in cooperative work between
libraries and schools can be made.
SUMMARY
Fublic libraries and public schools are both important
educational factors in our modern civilization. As public
institutions both have an obligation to society to meet,
namely that of contributing to the social, moral, and intel-
lectual welfare of the future citizens of this country. The
future well being of a democracy like ours depends upon the
extent to which the people as a whole can be educated and el-
evated, While the public school must be the vitally persist-
ent force in the lives of the children, the library should at-
tain a very important place also, as it will be the only means
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for continuing self-instruction that will be open to many of
the boys and girls after they shoulder the responsibilities
of the household and business. The public schools are not
doing their whole duty toward preparing their pupils for
better citizenship unless they lead the juvenile members of
their communities to make good use of this sister institution.
The history of the development of libraries and schools
in this country reveals the fact that bcth these public agen-
cies have increased amazingly in numbers and in usefulness*
Both have enlarged their programs and have become more demo-
cratic in spirit also. The relationship between the two is
much closer now than it was in 1376, when Mr. Adams made the
statement that although the school and the library stood side
by side in his home town there was, so to speak, no bridge
connecting the two 0 Good reference service for upper grade
pupils was proving a valuable link between libraries and
schools even at that time, but it was not until after the
more extensive development of separate children* s depart-
ments and the adoption of plans for the maintenance of trav-
eling class-room collections that any widespread attempt to
bridge over the gap between the libraries and the elementary
schools was entered upon* Even at the present time there is
3 till room for much heavier traffic between the two institu-
tions in many cities and towns*
In the present century the idea that it is a part of the
teacher *s duty to teach pupils what to read as well as to
teach them how to read has become more commonly accepted by
-
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school authorities. The courses in Juvenile literature and
in library resources which have been introduced into the
normal schools have led recent graduates to make better use
of library books in connection with the various class-room
activities. The recent development of libraries within the
schools indicate that modern teaching procedures and the en-
riched curricula make a heavier demand for the services vtfiich
libraries can render then the traditional knowl edge -cent ere
d
schools did. They should be excellent stepping stones between
the public schools and the public libraries.
A friendly spirit and intelligent service should mark all
libraries’ dealings with the schools. Librarians should wel-
come all opportunities for personal contacts with school auth-
orities both at the library and in the schools. In cooperating
with the schools libraries should aim to supplement, strength-
en, and broaden school instruction, so far as this may be done
through the aid of books. Libraries can render valuable as-
sistance to the schools by selecting the books for all depart-
ments of the library judiciously, by offering bibliographic
aids and good reference service to all teachers and pupils
,
and by maintaining good school deposit collections. Librari-
ans should be alert to make illustrative materials, story
telling, club work, reading projects and personal contacts
contribute toward stimulating children’s interests in better
bocks and widening their range of reading.
Even though the librarians with their staff of workers
do all these things, the key situation in the work of training
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the younger generation lies with the schools and the teachers.
They have the opportunity to open up new fields of knowledge
to their pupils, to stimulate new interests in their pupils,
and to arouse the desire to delve further into various aspects
of their special subjects. They should familiarize themselves
with the local library* s stores. They should teach the use of
books as tools when directing study, and make it a point to
give their pupils practice in reference work in connection
with many of the class assignments. The teacher* s club work
and some of his projects might include the library also. All
the work of directing pupils* outside reading should not be
left solely to the English teachers. Neither should instruc-
tion in the use of books and libraries be postponed until pu-
pils reach the senior high school grades, but should be begun
as soon as possible.
Most of these practical means of cooperation have indi-
vidually shown their worth in different localities, and it
is to be hoped that they will be more generally adopted.
Lack of material resources or personal antagonisms have been
obstacles in the past, but we are hoping that librarians and
teachers will eventually understand each others problems and
ideals to the end that they may cooperate more fully in the
future. Both working together may change the attitude of the
next generation toward using the library fcr purposes of self-
instruction and lead them to look upon books as friends.
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al Education Association Journal of Proceedings and ^dresses
1904, p. 930-931.
Morgan, Jay Elmer
The school library movement. In Library journal LIV (Feb.
1, 1929) p. 107-109.
—
Mowry, William A»
The relation of the public library to education. In Li-
brary Journal XVI (Oct. 1891) p. 301-302.
(Newark Public Library)
The relation between the library and the schools. In
School and Society XI (Feb. 14, 1920) p. 207-208.
*Feckham, George Williams
The public library and the public schools. In Educational
Review VIII (Nov. 1894) p. 358-362.
*-Power, Effie Louise
How to make the library more serviceable to students of
school age from the library worker 1 s viewpoint. In National
Education Association Journal of Proceedings and Addresses
1908, p. 1104-1108.
^Prentice, May H.
Vitalizing the relation between the library and the school.
In Library Journal XXVI (July 1901) p. 78-80.

Rasche, William F.
Methods employed to stimulate interests in reading. In
School Review Vol. 37 (Jan. 1929) p. 29-36; (Feb. 1929)
p. 124-131; (Mar. 1929) p. 204-214; (Apr. 1929) p. 293-303.
Root, Mary E. S.
Cooperation with the schools. In National Education Asso-
ciation Journal of Proceedings andTddresses 1910, p. 1019-
1025.
Rynearson, Edward
Socialization of the high school, in National Education
Association Journal of Proceedings andTddresses 1916, p. 519
527.
Schars
,
Eva
A day in a platoon library. In Wilson Bulletin III
(Dec. 1925) No. 16.
Sprague, Joanna E*
The public library and the school. In National Education
Association Journal of Proceedings and IcTdresses 1920, p. 379
382.
^Stearns, LutieE.
Report on reading for the young. In Library Journal XIX
(Sept. 1894) p. 83-87.
•a-Warren, Irene
Vitalizing the relation between the library and the school
II The library. In Library Journal XXVI (July 1901) p. 81-86
Wolcott, J. D.
Some plans in eperation for stimulating home reading by
school children. In National Education Association Journal
of Proceedings and~T[d dr esses 1920, p. 383-387.
Wood, Harriet
The library hour in the school. In National Education
Association Journal of proceedings anT Addresses 1913, p. 736
740.
. .
.. s
Wooster, J. Ethel
Vacation traveling by way of books. In Library Journal
LIV (Feb. 15, 1929) p. 139-142. —
Wright, Robert H.
How to make the library useful to high school pupils. In
National Education Association Journal of Proceedings and
Addresses 1905, p. 864-868.
a-These articles were reprinted in Mr. Bostwick’s boolv
”The Relationship Between the Library and the Public schools.
See note on the bottom of page 46.
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Libraries and Schools Visited
Beverly, Mass.
Senior High School library.
Boston, Mass.
Children's Room and Teacher's Room at the Boston Public
Li bra ry
.
Donald MeKaye Junior High School Literature Club.
Norfolk House Centre Library.
Everett, Mass-.
Everett Public Library.
Everett Senior High School Library.
Ha verhi 1 1 , Ma s s .
Children's Room of the Haverhill Public Library.
Senior High School Library.
Malden, Mass.
Malden Public Library.
Book Clubs in the Beeoe and Centre Junior High Schools.
Medford, Mass.
Children's Room of the Public Library.
New Bedford, Mass.
Children's Room of the Public Library.
Senior High School Library.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Senior High School Library.
Children's Room of the Public Library.
Providence, Rhode Island
Providence Public Library.
Commercial High School Library.
Sessions Street Junior High School Library.
Kenyon Street Platoon School Library Classes.
Somerville, Mass.
Somerville Public Library.
Somerville Senior High School Library.
Waltham, Mass.
Senior High School Library.
Library Classes and a Library Club in the South Junior
High School.

A SUGG; ST IVE LIST FOR A SCHOOL DEPOSIT COLLECTION
FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
In the body of my thesis I have stressed the fact that
public libraries which have a good size collection of books
to draw upon for school deposit sets should take pains to
send carefully selected well-rounded collections to the jun-
ior high schools in their city, when these schools have no
well organized libraries within the buildings. The list
which follows is intended to fit such a situation. It
seems to me that under these circumstances the deposit sets
should contain many kinds of books, so that it will be pos-
sible for all pupils to find both recreational and educa-
tional reading matter which they can understand and enjoy.
Many of the books in this list will help to give children
a more sympathetic understanding of life and conditions in
other countries. Some will explain how to ake and do things.
Others will help to instill high ideals of life and conduct.
Still others are for pure enjoyment only. I thought the
books of collective biography, introducing children to dif-
ferent types of heroes and heroines, would help to give them
a general knowledge of some of the great men and women in va-
rious walks of life, I have tried to include books which ap-
peal to pupils with differing tastes and interests. While I
have purposely included some very light reading in the vari-
ous fields in order to entice pupils with a low reading abil-
ity to read and enjoy so e thing wholesome, I have tried to
keep the general standard high.
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LIST I (First Term)
BIOGRAPHY
Ant In, Mary
The promised land.
Bishop, Joseph Bucklin, ed.
Theodore Roosevelt’s letters to his chil-
dren,
Bok, Edward
A Dutch boy fifty years after.
Green, Fitzhugh
Dick Byrd--air explorer.
Meadowcroft, William H.
The boy’s life of Edison.
Moses, Belle
Louisa May Alcott.
Overton, Jacqueline
Robert Louis Stevenson,
Paine, Albert Bigelow
Boys’ life of Mark Twain.
Shaw, Anna Howard
Story of a pioneer.
Houghton, 1912
Scribner, 1919
Scribner ,1921
Putnam, 1928
Harper, 1921
Appleton, 1924
Scribner ,1926
Harper, 1916
Harper, 1915
COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY
Bolton, Sarah Knowlton
Lives of girls who became famous. Crowell, 1886
Faris, John F.
Winning their way.
Humphrey, Grace
Story of the Marys.
Johnston, Charles Haven Ladd
Famous American athletes of
Parkman, Mary Rosetta
Fighters for peace.
Stokes, 1909
Penn, 1923
today. Page, 1928
Century, 1919
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Parkman, Mary Rosetta
Heroes of today. Century, 1917
Quiller-Couch, Sir* Arthur
Roll call of honor. Nelson, 1925
Wade, Mary Hazeltine
The wonder-workers. Little, 1912
POETRY, PLAYS, AND FINE ARTS
Bryant, Lorinda Munson
Children* s book of celebrated pictures. Century, 1922
Davis, Mary Gould
The girl»s book of verse. Stokes, 1922
Henley, William Ernest
Lyra heroics; book of verse for young boys. Scrib. ,1918
Olcott, Frances Jenkins
Story-telling poems. Houghton, 1913
Palgrave, Francis Turner
Golden treasury. Crowell, 1924
Sanford, Albert P. and Schauffler, Robert H
Armistice day. An anthology of best prose
and verse on patriotism, the great war, and
the armistice
.
Dodd, 1927
Schauffler, Robert Haven
Christmas; its origin, celebration, and
significance as related in prose and verse.
Thomas, Charles Swain
Moffat, 1907
Atlantic book of Junior plays. Atlan. Monthly, 1924
Untermeyer, Louis
This singing world. Harcourt,1923
Whitcomb, Ida Prentice
Young people’s story of music. Dodd, 1908
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MANNERS, CONDUCT, AND CHOOSING A CAREER
Perris, Helen J. and Moore, Virginia
Girls who did, stories of real girls
and their careers. Dutton, 1927
Ferris, Helen Josephine
This happened to me, stories of real girls. Dutton, 1929
Hawksworth, Hal lam
What are you going to be? Century, 1924
Mathews, Basel Joseph and others
The spirit of the game. Doran, 1926
Philadelphia, South Philadelphia High
School for Girls.
Everyday manners for American boys and
girls. Macmillan, 1922
SCIENCE, INVENTIONS, AND OCCUPATIONS
Bond, Alexander Russell
With the men who do things. scientific Amer.,1926
Clarke, Charles Ramsay
Boys* book of chemistry. Dutton, 1919
Collins, Archie Frederick
Amateur photographer * s handbook. Crowell, 1925
Dana, James Dwight
The geological story briefly
told. American Book Co., 1903
Fraser, Chelsea Curtis
Boy* s busy book. Crowell, 1927
Fraser, Chelsea Curtis
Work-a-day heroes. Crowell, 1921
Hawksworth, Hallam
The workshop of the mind. Century, 1923
Kelley, Lilia Elizabeth
Three hundred things a bright
girl can do. Page, 1906
Klemin, Alexander
If you want to fly, the boy*s
book of aviation. Coward, 1925
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Leeming, Joseph
Ships and cargoes. Doubleday, 1926
Lutz, Edwin George
Drawing made easy. Scribner, 1921
McMillen, Wheeler
The young collector. Appleton, 1928
Newbolt, Henry John
Book of the blue sea. Longmans, 19 14
Price, Charles Matlock
The a b c of architecture. Dutton, 1927
Procter, Mary
Young folk’s book of the heavens. Little, 1925
Rolt-Wheeler
,
Francis William
Boy with the U. S. foresters. Lothrop,1910
Whiting, John Downes
Storm fighters, true stories of
the coast guard. Bobb’s,1927
BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS AND OUTDOOR LIFE
Beard, Dan Carter
American boys' book of bugs.
butterflies, and beetles. Lippincott ,1915
Dyer, Walter A.
Pierrot, dog of Belgium. Doubl eday ,1915
Hornaday, William Temple .
The minds and manners of
wild animals. Scribner, 1922
Ives, Samuel Noble
Dog heroes of many lands. Century, 1922
James, Will
Smoky, the cow horse. Scribner ,1927
Keeler, Harriet Louise
Our native trees and how to
identify them. Scribner, 1911
Kipling, Rudyard
Two jungle books. Doubleday , 1923
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London, Jack
Call of the wild. Mckay,1914
Lounsberry, Alice
Wild flower book for young people. Stokes, 1906
Miller, Olive Thorne
The children’s book of birds. Houghton, 1915
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal
Gay-Neck, the story of a pigeon. Dutton, 1927
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal
Hari, The jungle lad. Dut ton, 1924
Scoville, Samuel
_
Everyday adventures. Atlan. Monthly, 1920
Scoville, Samuel
Wild folk. Lit tie,1922
Sharp, Dallas Lore
Fall of the year. Houghton, 1911
Terhune, Alfred Pays on
Lad: a dog. Dut ton, 1919
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
Bridges, Thomas Charles
The young folks* book of discovery. Little, 1925
Coffin, Charles Carleton
Boys of » 76 • Harper ,1924
Dupuy, William Atherton
Uncle Sam, wonder worker. Stokes, 1913
Earle, Alice Morse
Home life in colonial days. Macmillan, 1898
Hill, Frederic Trevor
On the trail of Washington. Apple ton, 1911
Hodgdon, Jeanette R.
Enchanted past. Ginn, 1922
Krapp, George Philip
America, the great adventure. Knopf ,1924
**
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Doran, 1925
Kummer, Frederic Arnold
The first days of history.
Lamprey, Louise
Days of the colonists. Stokes, 1922
Mills, Dorothy
The book of the ancient world. Putnam, 1923
Shepherd, William Gunn
Boy»s own book of politics for
Uncle SanPs own young voters. Macmillan, 1923
Singmaster, Elsie
Book of the colonies. Doran, 1927
Tapp an, Eva March
Story of our constitution. Lothrop,1922
VanLoon, Hendrick w.
The story of mankind. Boni,1925
TRAVEL AND STORIES OF CHILDREN OF OTHER LANDS
Ahmed, Sabri
When I was a boy in Turkey. Lothrop,1924
Berry, Eric
Girls in Africa. Macmillan, 1928
Borup, George
A tenderfoot with Peary. Stokes, 1911
Charskaya, Lidiya Alekseievna
Little Princess Nina. Holt, 1924
Douglas, Robert Dick
A boy scout in the grizzly country. Putnam, 1921
Douglas^, Robert Dick and others
Three boy scouts in Africa. Putnam, 1928
Du Chaillu, Paul
Lost in the jungle# Harper,n.d.
Du Chaillu, Paul
My Apingi Kingdom.
Haskell, Helen Eggleston
Katrinka.
Harper, 1921
Dutton, 1915
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Laughlin, Clara
Where it all comes true in Scandinavia, Houghton, 1929
Lide, Alice A. end Johansen, Margaret A.
Ood-le-uk the wanderer. Little, 1920
Murphy, Alison Barstow
Every which way in Ireland. Putnam, 1930
Rawson, Kenneth Longley
A boy*s eye view of the Arctic. Macmillan, 1928
Thomas, Lowell
Adventures in Afghanistan for boys. Century, 1926
Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth
Places young Americans want to know. Appleton, 1915
Towle, George Makepeace
Marco Polo, his travels and adventures. Lothrop,1880
Wallace, Dillon
Lure of the Labrador wild. Revell, 1905
HISTORICAL FICTION
Adams, Julia
Mountains are free. Dutton, 1930
Allee, Marjorie Hill
Susanna and Tristram. Houghton, 1929
Atkinson, Eleonor
Johnny Appleseed. Harper, 1915
Boyd, James
Drums
.
Scribner, 1925
Cooper, James Fenimore
The deerslayer. Scribner, 1921
Ford, Paul Leicester
Janice Meridith. Little, 1918
Fraser, Georgia
The white captain. Lit tie, 1930
Hewes, Agnes
Swords on the sea Knopf ,1928
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Kelly, Eric
Trumpeter of Krakow. Macmillan, 1928
Lownsbery, Elolse
The boy knight of Rheims. Hought on, 1920
Lynn, Margaret
The land of promise. Little ,1927
Meigs, Cornelia
Master Simond»s garden. Macmillan, 1916
Pyle, Howard
Men of iron. Harper ,1919
Quill er-Couch, Sir Arthur
The splendid spur. Doran, 1927
Snedeker, Caroline Dale
Perilous seat. Doubleday, 1925
Snedeker, Caroline Dale
Theras and his town. Doubleday, 1924
STORIES OF PIRATES AND SEA STORIES
Cooper, James Fenimore
The pilot. Minton, 1925
Daniel, Hawthorne
The seal of the white Buddah. Coward, 1923
Duncan, Norman
Adventures of Billy Topsail. Revell,1906
Hawes, Charles Boardman
The dark frigate. Little, 1923
Kipling, Rudyard
Captains courageous. Doubleday,1923
Meader, Stephen Warren
The black buccaneer.. Harcourt, 1920
Meigs, Cornelia
Clearing weather. Little, 1928
Melville, Herman
Moby Dick. Boni,1925
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Nordhoff, Charles
The pearl lagoon. Atlan, Monthly, 1924
Pulsford, Henry A.
The old brig’s cargo. Little, 1925
Slocum, Joshua
Sailing alone around the werld* Century, 1900
Stevenson, Robert Louis
Treasure Island. Scribner, 1926
Stockton, Frank
Buccaneers and pirates of our coasts. Macmillan, 1898
Verne, Jules
20,000 leagues under the sea. Scribner, 1926
OTHER GOOD BOOKS
Adams, Katharine
Midsummer. Macmillan, 1926
Adams, Katharine
Wisp; a girl of Dublin. Macmillan, 1927
Alcott, Louisa May
Little Women. 1 Little, 1924
Aldrich, Thomas Bailey
Story of a bed boy. Houghton, 1923
Ashman, Margaret Eliza
Isabel Carlton’s year. Macmillan, 1916
Barbour, Ralph Henry
Crimson sweater. Century, 1906
Barbour, Ralph Henry
Forward pass. Appleton, 1908
Becker, May Lambert on
Adventures in reading. Stokes, 1927
Blackmore, Richard D.
Lorna Doone. Dodd, 1924
Brazil, Angela
Joan’s best chum. Stokes, 1927
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Buffalo Child Long Lance
Long Lance.
Burnett, Frances Hodgson
Sarah Crewe.
Burnett, Frances Hodgson
Secret garden.
Carroll, Gladys Hasty
Land spell.
Catlin, George
The boy’s Catlin, my life
among the Indians#
Chapin, Anna Alice
Story of the Rhinegold#
Charskaya, Lidiya Alesksievna
Fledglings.
Comstock, Harriet Theresa
Camp Brave Pine.
Coolidge, Susan
What Katy did.
Davis, Richard Harding
Boy scout and other stories for
Dickens, Charles
Christmas books.
Dickens, Charles
David Copperfield.
Dickens, Charles
Twelve Christmas stories.
Dubois, Mary Constance
Lass of the silver sword.
Far Jeon, Eleanor
Tales from Chaucer.
Ferris, Helen Josephine
Girl scout stories.
Fitinghoff, Laura
Children of the moor.
Cosmopolitan, Bk. ,1928
Scribner,3926
Stokes , 1911
Macmillan, 1930
Scribner ,1909
Harper ,1897
Holt, 1926
Crowell, 1913
Little, 1924
boys. Scribner, 1918
Macmillan, 1906
Macrae Smith, 1922
Amer. Bk. Co., 1904
Century,1901
Cape,1930
Doubleday, 1925
Hought on,192
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Forbes, Helen Cady
Mary and Marcia partners. Macmillan, 1926
French, Harry Y/illard
The lance of Kanana. Lothrop, 1892
Gilchrist, Beth Bradford
Trail *s end. Century, 1925
Gollomb, Joseph
That year at Lincoln High. Macmillan, 1926
Gordon, Charles William
Glengarry schooldays. Revell,1902
Harper, Theodore A. and Harper,W
Forgotten gods. Doubleday, 1921
Heyliger, William
High Benton. Appleton, 1923
Hubbard, Ralph
Queer person. Doubleday,1930
Hughe s , Thomas
Tom Brown’s school days. Ginn, 1918
Hull, Eleanor
The Boy ’
3
Cuchulainj herbic
legends of Ireland. Crowell, 1910
King, Charles
Cadet days. Harper, n.d.
Kipling, Rudyard
Kim. Doubleday, 1922
Lang, Andrew ed.
Arabian nights entertainments. Longmans, 1923
Mabie, Hamilton Wright
Legends every child should know. Doubleday, 1914
McGowan, Alice
A girl of the plains country. Stokes, 1924
Malot, Hector
Nobody’s girl. Cupple,1922
Moore, Anne Carroll ed.
Bold dragoon and other ghostly tales
by Washington Irving. Knopf ,1930
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Paine, Ralph Delahaye
First down Kentucky. Qrosset ,1925
Palmer, George Herbert, tr.
Odyssey. Houghton, 1891
Price, Edith Ballinger
Silver shoal light. Century, 1920
Pyle, Howard
Otto of the silver hand. Scribner ,1880
Quirk, Lesley W.
Baby Elton, quarterback. Century, 1921
Quirk, Lesley W.
Boy scouts of Black Eagle Patrol. • Little, 1915
Robinson, Gertrude
White heron feather. Harper ,1930
Scoville, Samuel
Boy scouts in the wilderness. Century, 1919
Schultz, James Willard
Lone Bull*s mistake. Grosset ,1921
Schultz, James Willard
With the Indians in the Rockies. Houghton, 1922
Seaman, Augusta Huiell
The girl next door. Century, 1917
Silvers, Earl Reed
Barry the undaunted. Apple ton, 1923
Silvers, Earl Reed
Jackson of Hillsdale High. Apple ton, 1923
Skinner, Constance Lindsey
The ranch of the golden flowers. Macmillan, 1925
Smith, Elva S. and Hazeltine, Alice I.
Christmas in legend and story. Lothrop,1915
Smith, Leonard K.
Corey takes the scout trail. Apple ton, 1920
Snedeker, Caroline Dale
Downright Dencey. Doubleday, 1927
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Stevenson, Robert Louis
Kidnapped. Scribner, 1913
Stuart, Ruth McEnery
The story of Babette. Harper ,1922
Tarkington, Booth
Penrod. Grosset,1914
Twain, Mark
The adventures of Tom Sawyer* Harper ,1917
Twain, Mark
The prince and the pauper* • Harper, 1917
VanDyke, Henry
The story of the other wise man. Harper ,1926
Wallace, Dillon
Ungava Bob. Revell,1907
Waller, Mary Ella
The daughter of the rich. Lit tie, 1924
Wiggin, Kate Douglas
Rebecca of Sunnybreok farm. Houghton, 1925
Zwilgmeyer, Dikken
What happened to Inger Johanne. Lothrop,1919
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LIST II (Second Term)
BIOGRAPHY
Choate, Anne H. and Ferris, Helen J.
Juliette Low and the girl scouts* Doubleday, 1928
Eastman, Charles A.
Indian boyhood. Doubleday, 1916
Hagedorn, Herman
Boys* life of Theodore Roosevelt. Harper, 19 18
Keller, Helen Adams
The story of my life. Doubleday, 1923
Lindbergh, Charles
"We". Putnam, 1927
Nicolay, Helen
Boys life of Abraham Lincoln. Century, 1906
Sandburg, Carl
Abe Lincoln grows up. Har court, 1926
Scudder, Horace Elisha
George Washington. Houghton, 1920
Sugimoto, Etsu Imagaki
A daughter of the Samurai. Doubleday, 1925
COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY
Bolton, Sarah Knowlton
Lives of poor boys who became famous. Crowell,1913
DeKruif, Paul
Microbe hunters. Harcourt, 1926
Ferris, Helen Josephine, ed.
When I was a girl. Macmillan, 1930
Humphrey
,
Grac e
Story of the Elizabeths. Penn, 192
4
Law, Frederic
Modern great Americans. Century, 1926
Parkman, Mary Rosetta
Conquests of invention Century,1921
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Parkman, Mary Rosetta
Heroines of service Century, 1918
Parton, James
Captains of industry. Houghton, 1912
POETRY, PLAYS, AND FINE ARTS
Bacon, Dolores M.
Operas wvery child should know. Doubleday, 1911
Bryant, Lorinda Munson
Childrens book of celebrated sculpture.
Clarke, George Herbert
Treasury of war poetry* 1914-1919.
Cohen, Helen L.
The junior play book.
D© La Mare, Walter
Come hither.
Fish, Helen Dean
The boy's book of verse.
Lang, Andrew
Blue poetry book.
Repplier, Agnes
Book of famous verse.
Schauffler, Robert Haven ed.
Lincoln's birthday; its history
observance, spirit, and significance.
Schauffler, Robert Haven ed.
Washington's birthday* its history,
observance, spirit, and significance.
Century, 1923
Houghton, 1919
Har court, 1923
Knopf,1923
Stokes, 192 3
Longmans, 189
6
Houghton, 1892
Moffat, 1901
Moffat, 1910
MANNi^S, CONDUCT, AND CHOOSING A CAREER
Ernst, Clayton H. and White, Trentwell M.
Opportunity ahead! Appleton, 1929
Forbush, William Byron
Young folk's book of ideals. Lothrop,1916
Hall, Florence Marion
Manners for boys and girls. Page, 1913
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Wanger, Ruth
What girls can do. Holt, 1926
Ziegler, Samuel H. and Jacquette, Helen
Choosing an occupation. Winston, 1924
SCIENCE, INVENTIONS, AND OCCUPATIONS
Allen, Elmer L.
Model airplanes, hovr to build
and fly than. Stokes, 1928
Binger, Walter D.
What engineers do. Norton, 1928
Bond, Alexander Russell
The scientific American boy. Munn,1911
Campbell, Helen S.
American girls* home book of work and play. Putnam, 1902
Cheeseman, Evelyn
Everyday doings of insects. McBride, 1930
Collins, Archie Frederick
The book of the stars. Appleton, 1919
Collins, Archie Frederick
The boy scientist. Lothrop,1925
Downing, Elliot Rowland
Our physical world; a source
of physical na ture- study.
book
Univ. of Chic., 1924
Fisher, Elizabeth Florette
Resources and industries of the
United States. Ginn, 1919
Fraser, Chelsea Curtis
Every boys* book of handicraft,
sports, and amusements. Page, 1919
Hall, Albert Neeley
The boy craftsman. Lothrop,1905
Lutz, Edwin George
What to draw and how to draw it. Dodd, 1914
Moffet, Cleveland L.
Careers of danger and daring. Century, 1921
1
Rol t-Whe tsler
,
Francis William
Boy with the U. S. radio. Lothrop,1924
Sanford, Albert Hart
Story of agriculture in the United States. Heath,1916
Vanmetre, Thurman William
Trains, tracks, and travel. Simmons-Boardman,1926
BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS AND OUTDOOR LIFE
Baynes, Ernest Harold
Animal heroes of the great war. Macmillan, 1928
Beard, Lina and Beard, Belle Adelia
On the trail, an outdoor book for girls* Scribner ,1915
Burroughs, John
Bird stories from Burroughs. Hought on, 1911
Cleveland, Reginald McIntosh
Cop* chief of police dogs* Milton Bradley, 1927
Hinkle, Thomas Clark
Black Storm, a horse of the
Kansas hills* Morrow, 1921
Hinkle, Thomas Clark
Tawny, a dog of the old west* Morrow, 1927
Illick, Joseph Simon
Tree habits, how to know the
hardwoods. Amer. Nature Assoc., 1924
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal
Chief of the herd. Dut ton, 1929
Ollivant, Alfred
Bob, son of Battle. Doubleday, 1901
Salten, Felix
Bambi. Simon Shuster, 1928
Scoville, Samuel
More wild folk. Century, 19 24
Sharp, Dallas Lore
Spring of the year* Houghtom,1901
Sharp, Dallas Lore
A watcher in the woods* Century, 1912
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Stack. Frederic William
Wild Flowers every Ghild should know. Doubleday, 1909
Verrill, Alpheus Hyatt
Harper* s book for young gardeners. Hamper, 1914
^ HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT
Benezet, Louis Paul
Young people* s history of the world war. Macmillan, 1923
Benezet, Louis Paul
The world war and what was behind it. Scott Foreman, 1918
Coffin, Charles Ca^leton
Boys of *61. page, 1896
Dark, Sidney
Book of England Doran, 1923
Dark, Sidney
Book of France for young people. Doran, 192
3
Dupuy, William Atherton
Uncle Sam* s modern miracles. Stokes, 1914
Hill, Frederic Trevor
On the trail of Grant and Lee. Appleton, 1911
Lamprey, Louise
Days of the builders. Stokes, 1926
Lansing, Marion Florence
Great moments in exploration. Doubleday, 1928
Parkman, Francis
Oregon trail. Scribner, 1924
Parsons, Geoffrey
The land of fair play; how America
is governed. Scribner, 1919
Parsons, Geoffrey
Stream of history. Scribner, 1929
Paxon, Frederic Logan
^
Civil war.
w
Holt, 1911
Price, Overton Westfeldt
The land we live in. Dodd, 1911
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Synge, Margaret Bertha
The book of discovery. Putnam, 1925
TRAVEL AND STORIES OF CHILDREN OF OTHhR LANDS
Armadottir, Holmfirdur
When I was a girl in Iceland, Lothrop,1919
Davis, Julia Adams
Vaino, a boy of New Finland. Dutton, 1929
Dodge, Mary Mapes
Hans Brinker or the silver skates. Scribner, 1925
Du Chaillu, Paul
The land of the long night. Scribner ,1927
jiarhart, Amelia
20 hours, 40 minutes, our flight
in the Friendship. Putnam, 1928
Gaines, Ruth and Reed, Georgia
The village shield* Dut ton, 191
7
Green, Fitzhugh
Martin Johnson, lion hunter. Putnam, 192 8
Kempton, Kenneth Pays on
The boy*s Trader Horn. Simon, 1928
L aughlin, Clara
Where it all comes true in France, Houghton, 1921
Lee, Yan Phou
When I was a boy in China, Lothrop,1887
Lisle, Clifton
Hobnails and heather. Hare ourt ,1921
Lustig, Sonia
Roses of the winds. Doubleday, 1926
MacLean, Kennedy and Fraser, Chelsea
Heroes of the farthest north and
farthest south. Crowell, 1950
Martin, Clinton S. ed.
Boy scouts and the Oregon Trail, putnam,1950
Miller, Elizabeth Cleveland
Pran,of Albania, Doubleday, 1921
..
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Peck, Anne Merriam
Story book Europe. Harper ,1921
Porter, Laura Spencer
Genevieve Dutton, 1914
Stuart
,
Dorothy Margaret
Young folk's book of other lands. Little, 1927
HISTORICAL FICTION
Adains
,
Katharine
Red caps and lilies. Macmillan, 1926
Allee, Marjorie Hill
Judith Lankester. Houghton, 1930
Bennett, John C.
Master Skylark. Century, 1922
Bill, Alfred Hoyt
Red Prior's legacy. Longmans ,1929
Cooper, James Fenimore
The spy. Houghton, 1911
Dix,.Beaulah Marie
Merrylips
.
Macmillan, 1906
Finger, Charles J.
Courageous companions. Longmans ,1929
Hewes, Agnes Danforth
Spice and the Devil's Cave. Knopf ,1930
Hulbert, Winifred
Cease firing and other stories. Macmillan , 1929
Kelly, Eric
The blacksmith of Vilno. Macmillan ,1930
McNeer, May Yonge
Waif Maid. Macmillan , 1930
Major, Charles
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall.
Masefield, John
Martin Hyde, duke's messenger.
Macmillan, 1924
Little, 1929
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Morrow, Honore Wilisie
On to Oregonl Morrow, 1926
Newberry, Perry
Forward HoJ a story of the Argonne. Stokes, 1928
Nordhoff, Charles and Hall, James N.
Falcons of France. Little, 1921
Scott, Sir Walter
The Talisman. Dutton, 190
7
Singraster, Elsie
Emmeline. Houghton, 1916
STORIES OF PIRATES AND SEA STORIES
Bennett, John
Bartoaby Lee. Century, 1902
Bullen, Frank Thomas
Frank Brown, sea apprentice.
Dana, Richard Henry
Two years before the ma3t.
Follett, Barbara
The voyage of the "Norman D"
as told by the cabin boy.
Hawes, Charles Boardman
The mutineers.
Hopkins, William John
She blows 1 and sparm at thatJ
Lesterman, John
A sailor of Napoleon.
Masefield, John
Jim Davis.
Meigs, Cornelia
Trade wind.
Melville, Herman
Typee.
Nordhoff, Charles
The derelict.
Dutton, 1907
Houghton, 1911
Knopf,1928
Little, 1925
Houghton, 1926
Harcourt ,1927
Stokes, 1915
Little, 1927
Dodd, 1926
Little, 1925
r.
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Paine, Ralph Delahaye
Blackbeard buccaneer. Penn, 1922
Riesenberg, Felix
Bob Graham at sea. Harcourt,1925
Smith, Arthur D. H.
Porto Bello gold. Brentano* s,1924
OTHER GOOD BOOKS
Adams, Katharine
Midwinter.
Adams, Katharine
Toto and the gift.
Alcott, Louisa May
An eld fashioned girl.
Barbour, Ralph Henry
For Yardley.
Bennett, Ethel Hume
Camp Conqueror.
Bennett, Ethel Hume
Camp Ken-jockety.
Blake, Gladys
The Pointdexter pride.
Brazil, Angela
Jolliest school of all.
Bridgman, Esther Comstock
Year at Miss Austin*
s
Bunyan
,
John
Pilgrim* s progress.
Bush, Bertha E.
A prairie rose.
Carter, Russell Gordon
Three points of honor.
Church, Alfred John
Stories of Charlemagne and the
peers of France.
Macmillan , 1927
Macmillan, 1926
Little, 1926
Appleton, 1911
Houghton, 1925
Houghton, 1923
Appleton, 1929
Burt,1928
Century, 1926
Scribner, 1918
Little, 1925
Little, 1929
Seeley, 1912
—K
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Coolidge, Susan
What Katy did at school# Little, 1927
Cooper, Courtney
Under the big top. Lit tie, 1923
Daru, Juliska and Lederer, Charlotte
Stephen the valiant. Dutton, 1930
Dickens, Charles
Oliver Twist. Oxford, 1921
Donahey, Mary Dickerson
Marty Lu Doubleday , 1925
Dubois, Mary Constance
League of the signet ring. Century, 1919
Duganne, Phyllis
Ruthie. Harcourt,1921
Ferris, Helen Josephine
Love comes riding, stories of
romance and adventure for girls. Harcourt, 1929
Fisher, Dorothea Frances
Understood Betsey, Holt, 1917
Garland, Hamlin
Boy life on the prairie. Harper, 1899
Gilchrist, Beth Bradford
Kit, Pat, and a few boys. Century, 1921
Gollomb, Joseph
Working through at Lincoln High. Macmillan, 1925
Gordon, Charles
Gaspards of Pinecroft. Doran, 1923
Grahame, Kenneth
Wind in the willows. Scribner ,1921
Grinnell, George Bird
Blackfoot Indian Stories. Scribner, 1913
Haines, Alice Calhoun
Luck of the Dudley Grahames. Holt, 1907
Hale, Lucretia
Peterkin papers. Houghton, 1924
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Harper, Theodore Acland
Siberian gold. Doubleday, 1929
Heyliger, William
Dorset’s twister. Apple ton, 1926
Heyliger, William
Spirit of the leader. Appleton, 1919
Jackson, Helen Hunt
Ramona. Little, 1914
Johnson, Owen McMahon
The varmint. Baker Taylor,1910
King, Charles
To the front. Harper, 1918
>
Lanier, Sir Sidney ed.
Boy's King Arthur. Scribner ,1908
Malkus, Alida Sims
The dark star of Itza. Harcourt ,1930
Nichols, Walter H.
Cowboy Hugh. Macmillan, 1927
Mcskimmon, Mary and Lynch,
Magic spear.
Virginia
Allyn,1929
Malot, Hector
Adventures of Remi. Rand, 1925
Meigs, Cornelia
The new moon. Maomillan,1924
Moon, Carl
The flaming arrow. Stokes, 1927
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal
Rama, the hero of India. Dut ton, 1930
Munroe, Kirk
The flamingo feather. Harper, 1923
Nash, Harriet A.
Polly's secret, a story of Kennebec. Little, 1926
Norwood, Edwin P.
The other side of the circus. Doubleday, 1926
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Nusbaum, Deric
Deric in the Mesa Verde. Putnam, 1926
Pyle, Howard
Merry Adventures of Robin Hood. Scribner , 1912
Quirk, Lesley W.
Third strike. Little, 1914
Ragozin, Zenaide A.
Siegfried and Beowulf. Putnam, 1898
Raymond, Margaret
Linnet on the threshold. Longmans, 1930
Rice, Alice Caldwell Hegan
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch. Century , 1901
Sabin, Edward Legrand
Buffalo Bill and the overland trail. Lippincott,1914
Scott, Sir Walter
Guy Manner ing. Dutton, 1908
Schultz, James Willard
Trail of the Spanish horse. Houghton, 1922
Scoville, Samuel
The blue pearl. Century, 1920
Shaw, Flora L.
Castle Blair. Little, 1903
Sherwood, Merriam
Tale of a warrior lord. Longmans , 1930
Silvers, Earl Reed
,
Carol of Highland Camp* Appleton, 1927
Silvers, Earl Reed
Spirit of Menlo. Appleton, 1926
Singmastcr, Elsie
When Sarah saved the day. Houghton, 1901
Snedeker, Caroline Dale
The beckoning road. Doubleday, 1929
Tarkington, Booth
Penrod and Sam. Double day, 1916
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Vachell, Horace Annesley
The Hill Dodd, 1918
Verne, Jules
Michael strogoff, a courier of the cisar. Scribner, 1927
Verrill, Dorothy
Sky girl. Century, 1930
Wallace, Dillon
Grit-a-plenty. Revell,1918
Webster, Jean
Daddy-Long-Legs. Century, 1912
Weir, Florence Roney
Merry Andrew. Small Maynard, 1918
Zollinger, Gulielma
Maggie McLanehan. McClurg,1901
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A FEW SAMPLE BOOK REVIEWS
I have read all the books on the foregoing lists either in
connection with my preparatory courses for children* s library
work or as part of the work for the course in children* s lit-
erature here at Boston University. I wrote reviews of many
of these for the latter course and will include a few samples
in the following pages in order to indicate the sort of short
evaluating reviews which I think might be kept on file in the
schools department of a public library.
Adams
,
Katharine
Midsummer. N.Y. Macm.
,
1926
Miss Adams's story of the experiences of an American boy
and girl visiting their relatives in Sweden is a wholesome
one, though of no great literary merit. The gradual unravel-
ling of a mystery connected with their grandfather would
please many modern girls. Pictures of Swedish customs and
some of the admirable traits of Swedish character are reveal-
ed also, so that it might cause a feeling of respect and
friendliness for these people to be engendered in young read-
ers, too. It is not on a par with "Hans Brinker"
,
or "Kat-
rinka", by any means, but it is very readable and more worth
while than many of the light books for girls.
Bishop, Joseph Bucklin, ed.
Theodore Roosevelt's letters to his children. N.Y. Scrib.
,
1919..
Most of these letters were written by Theodore Roosevelt
to his children during the years 1898 to 1911. A few letters
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to relatives and friends about the children are also included*
The picture they give of a happy, affectionate family life and
of the joy he took in playing with his children and watching
them develop in character make this a charming book* There
are delightful bits of humor throughout the volume and many
amusing drawings. Whether writing to the little ones about
their pets or commenting on books, politics, athletics, or in-
cidents of home life there is a pleasant sense of comradeship
and affection revealed. It is a fine book for parents to read
with their children.
Blake, Gladys
The Pointdexter pride. N.Y. Apple., 1929
Girls in their teens will enjoy reading of Caroline Point-
dexter's visit to her foster-father's old home in the south,
where the proud southern branch of the family lived. These
relatives treated her very hospitably and very courteously,
but they could not forget that she had been oorn a Dobbins.
There was a secret room on the estate which one of the Point-
dexter ancestors had asked his son not to try to find. That
did not prevent the young folks in the story from searching
for it, however, but I shall let the author tell you what
they found there. The book deals with the question as to
whether the true test of rank is aristocratic ancestory or no-
bility of character and personal accomplishment. It gives a
good picture of life on a southern plantation in the 1850 's,
and would give its readers a fairer impression of the south-
erners ' attitude toward slavery than "Uncle Tom's Cabin" does.
.,
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Boyd, James
Drums. N.Y. Scrib., 1925
A splendid historical novel that carries the reader back
into the revolutionary period. The youthful hero, Johnny
Fraser, is a Little River backwoods lad, who is sent off to
Edenton to receive a proper schooling early in the story.
After he had been there a little over five years the war broke
out, but Johnny did not feel any' great urge to join either the
rebels or the tories, then. He accepted a commercial position,
in England and v;as satisfied with his life there for a v/hile
,
but later a strong impulse to join the American patriots came
upon him. He served on the Bon Homme Richard under John Paul
Jones, and also enlisted in a North Caroline regiment at a
later date. The attitude of North Carolina colonists of high
and low degree toward the mother country both before the war
started and after its outbreak is revealed, as well as the
views of the Whigs and Tories in England.
Collins, Archie Frederick
The book of the stars. N.Y. Appl., 1919
A very readable explanation of the stars and their uses
which might appeal to boys and girls of the junior high school
age. Among the useful bits of information which the author
gives are how to tell the north on a sunny day if you have
your watch v/ith you, how to make a simple telescope, how to
tell time by the sun, and how to tell time by the position of
the big dipper. Chapter V would be helpful in geography class-
es that are studying the rotation of the earth around the sun.
..
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as diagrams and experiments to prove these facts are given
here. In chapter X explanations of mean solar time and stand-
ard time are given. The book has an excellent index and is re-
plete with diagrams.
Dodge, Mary Mapes
Hans Brinker or the silver skates. N.Y. Scrib., 1925
Most boys and girls enjoy reading about Hans and Gretel Brink-
er and their Dutch friends. The oook gives readers a picture
of life and customs in Holland along wi th a fascinating story.
The story of the race and the mystery concerning the missing
money and the watch offer the same sort of attraction that any
sport or mystery story offers to young folks. Along with the
story interest there is a lesson in courage and nobility of
character, and a vivid picture of the quaintly dressed, brave,
fun-loving people of Holland.
Finger, Charles W.
Courageous companions. N.Y. Longmans, 1929
On reading "Courageous Companions" we share the adventures
of one Osberne, a young English lad who shipped with the Span-
iards on the first voyage around the world, and we become ab-
sorbed in life before the mast. Through the uncharted seas,
between rockbound shores
,
into hazardous channels where no
ship ever embarked before, we sail with the first navigators
who risked their lives in an attempt to sail around the world.
Mutiny, hunger and thirst, struggles with dangerous savages,
added to the dangers of sailing in unknown waters, threatened
to bring these brave adventurers to an untimely end before they
1
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had accomplished their goal. Here is history come alive and
a really stupendous adventure depicted in a vivid and gripping
fashion.
Grahame, Kenneth
Wind in the Willows . N.Y.. Scrib., 1921
A delightful imaginative animal tale with the breath of the
out of doors in it. One senses the feeling of spring in the
air and the desire for out door excursions, which come to us all
at this time of the year as well as to Mr • Mole and Mr. Rat.
The book is very well written and is also very amusing.
Hewes, Agnes Danforth
Spice and the Devil's Cave. N.Y. Knopf, 1930
Again, as in Swords on the Sea, Mrs. Hewes shows us that
maritime trade inspiring men and youths has played a very
important part in world history. This time Venice, instead of
winning the fight for first place as a trading nation, loses
to Portugal the contest to dominate trade with the Orient.
The setting for the story is Lisbon at the time when Vasco De
Garna was in his prime and Magellan was still a lad. It is a
swift-moving and dramatic story interwoven with romance, in-
trigue and adventure, and would be a fascinating introduction
to classroom work on the period of early explorations.
Hewes, Agnes Danforth
Swords on the Sea. N.Y. Knopf, 1928
In the very first chapter of this book one is plunged into
the atmosphere of thirteenth century Venice with its opulence,
its beauty, and its exciting gambling on cargoes. One senses
-.
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the romance of trade and its importance in the destiny of na-
tions while following the hero to and from the Mediterranean
sea coast towns and to far Damascus. For its literary value,
for its vivid picture of life in a past century, and as fas-
cinating reading this book scores high.
Heyliger, William
High Benton. N.Y. Apple., 1923
The hero in this novel has to deal with a problem that
many boys and girls of high school age are facing each year,
namely shall they finish their high school course or shall
they leave school and go to work. It is a good book to give
boys and girls who are inclined to underestimate the value of
an education. The author does not resort to direct preaching
but makes a very readable and convincing story of Steve Ben-
ton's pleasures and troubles.
Hulbert, Winifred
Cease firing and other stories.
Most of the stories in this collection are about young people
in countries whose recent histories have been affected by de-
cisions of the League of Nations. The last story in the book
is about a boy who witnesses the signing of the Kellog-Briand
Peace Pact. Actual historical situations have been woven in-
to dramatic and colorful stories with the hope that boys and
girls might get clearer concepts of international relations
and a better understanding of the varied nature of the work of
the league. The stories are very interesting merely as stor-
ies, and they have an educational value besides.
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Kelly, Eric
The trumpeter of Krakow. N.Y. Macm., 1928
It seems to me that this is a near classic. It has the
same sort of finish and effectiveness that some of our best
poetry has. The prologue story tells of the first youthful
trumpeter to play the broken note. The main part of the
book deals with the experiences of the Charnetski's in twelfth
century Krakow while Andrew was trumpeter, and tells what hap-
pened to the great Tarnov crystal. The epilogue introduces
a 1926 trumpeter playing the broken note with the hope that C-od
will send an epoch of peace to all men. The mystery element
and the bravery of the young hero and heroine would appeal
to boys and girls after they got into the story a little way,
but it reads rather slowly at first. The apparent gap between
the prologue story and the beginning of the story about the
Charnetski's, together with the presence of unfamiliar names
of persons and places, is liable to discourage young readers.
It really needs the teacher's or the story-teller's introduc-
tion to spur most pupils on to reading it, but it is too fine
a book to have stay unread in the library.
Miller, Elizabeth Cleveland
• Pran of Albania. N.Y. Double., 1929
Here Miss Miller has given us a very dramatic and appeal-
ing story for girls in the teens. At the beginning of the-
story Pran is old enough to be betrothed in accordance with
the ancient tribal traditions. The Slavic invasion of Alban-
ia soon interrupts her normal happy life in her mountain home.

however* She has to flee with her mother and younger brothers
to the refugee camp at Skodra. She goes on some strange and
daring journeys during the period of the war and afterward.
There is a thread of romance running thru the story, and a
plea for the ending of wars. This new book gives to older
girls what ’’Children of the Mountain Eagle” gives to younger
children, a picture of life and customs in the heart of Albania.
Mukerji, Dhan Gopal
Chief of the herd. N.Y. Dutton, 1929
Mukerji tells us about a nerd of wi ’
d
elephants that roam
up and down western India, maintaining themselves in forest
and jungle, facing perils from men, floods, forest fires,
and disunion within the herd. Sirdar, their chief, is the he-
ro but we are interested also in his bachelor friend Kumar,
in Raha, mate of Sirdar, and in Bahadur his little son. We
know the beauty of the Indian spring as we move with the herd,
and we realize the delight of the free life of the jungle.
We learn what sort of an education an elephant child is given,
and are shown what the qualities of a good leader are, also.
Sandburg, Carl
Abe Lincoln grows up. N.Y. Harcourt, 1926
The atmosphere of the wilderness which pervades this ac»
count of Lincoln’s early life and the poetic quality of the
language lends a charm to this work which the fuller more
steryotyped biographies of Lincoln lack. It contains the
first twenty-seven chapters of the author's two volume work,
Prairie Years. Lincoln's political career and his presidential
,* f
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years are not included. One chapter called "Moonlight” tells
what the moon saw going on in various parts of the United
States and in Europe in 1916. Chapter XXII tells what Lincoln
read in the Gazette about famous statesmen like Clay, Webster,
and Calhoun. It has both historical and literary value.
Snedeker, Caroline Dale
Theras and his town. N.Y. Double., 1924
An exciting adventure story with a little Athenian boy
as the hero. This story has no high literary merit but gives
a very good picture of the nature of the everyday life of an
Athenian boy at the tine of Pericles. The higher civiliza-
tion of Athens is contrasted with that cf Sparta. Theras's
civic pride in the beautiful buildings, in the famous Athenian
men, in the patriotic stories and songs, and in the Olympian
games seems natural and justifiable. Some of his patriotic
fervor is transmitted to the reader. Athenian civilization
will seem more real to children after reading this book.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY CF BOOKS ON CHILDREN *S READING
AND
BOOK LISTS FOR PUPILS OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AGE
Becker, Ray Lamberton
Adventures in reading. Stokes, 1927.
Beu s t
,
Nora c omp
.
Graded list of books for children. (Grades 1-9) Chic.,
A.L.A.
,
1930.
Boston Public Library
A book list for boys and girls in the junior high schools.
Trustees of the lib., 1929.
Brown, Zaidee ed.
Standard catalog for high school libraries. Wilson, 1927-8.
Also supplements. 1929.
Frankhauser, Mary E. and Pearce, Webster H.
Preferred list of books for school libraries. rev. ed.
State of Michigan, 1930.
Hopkins, Ruth Grosvenor
Books for older boys and girls. In
Hunt, Clara Whitehill and others
The bookshelf for boys and girls. published annually by
R.R.Bowker Co.
Moore, Anne Carroll
Cross-roads to childhood. Doran, 1926.
Moore, Anne Carroll
The three owls. Macmillan, 1925.
Moore, Anne Carroll
The three owls • Second book. Coward, 1928.
^-National Council of English Teachers. Committee On Home Read-
ing .
Books for home reading for high school and junior high
school. Graded and classified. The Council, 1923.
Wood, Harriet A.
School library list. Part I. Elementary and junior
high school. Minnesota Dept, of Educ,,Lib. Div.
,
1930.
*A revised list for the senior hi$i school grades has been
published by the council this year, and they expect to publish
a new reading list for grades 7,8, and 9 either this spring or
next fall.
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